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Whirlpool Washing Machine Facebook Timeline Competition 

 
Terms and Conditions, and Prize Specifications – July 2017 
 

1. To enter, you must submit a comment on the specified competition image. The closing date for receipt 

of entries is 5pm on Thursday 7 September 2017. Late entries are not permitted.  

 

2. A maximum of one entry per person is permitted.  

 

3. The prize winner will be selected at random and will be notified publicly via Facebook comment. 

 

4. The competition is open to permanent residents in the United Kingdom aged 18 years and over, with a 

UK mainland postal address. This includes England, Scotland and Wales mainland and excludes 

Northern Ireland, Scottish Highlands and the Channel Islands. The competition also excludes persons 

connected with this promotion or employees and those related to employees of the Energy Saving Trust 

or Whirlpool Corporation. 

 

5. Energy Saving Trust reserves the right to reject any entry on reasonable grounds, such as the use of 

discriminatory or expletive language. 

 

6. There is no cash alternative. 

 

7. Energy Saving Trust reserves the right to cancel or suspend this competition or to amend the rules at 

any time without notice. 

 

8. Prize includes free delivery to one UK mainland address. The prize does not include installation or 

removal of any old appliances. Whirlpool will aim to ensure receipt of the prize from 28 days of the 

competition winner being contacted, but cannot guarantee the delivery date or time of the prize.  

 

9. Energy Saving Trust will not accept responsibility for failure of delivery due to, but not limited to: theft, 

erroneous delivery, mishandling during packaging or delivery or incorrect address. 

 

10. Energy Saving Trust advocates recycling your old and unwanted electrical appliances. Learn more 

about Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment recycling (WEEE) from the Health and Safety 

Executive (HSE). 

 

11. In addition to the winner being made known to the public on Facebook, the winner may also be 

named in follow-up coverage of the competition on other channels (Energy Saving Trust blog, Twitter, 

etc.) to promote the campaign in the weeks following. 

 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/waste/waste-electrical.htm
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12. No expenses incurred in connection with the prize draw will be paid other than as set out in these 

terms and conditions. 

 

13. Should the prize winner be unable to accept the prize or not respond to Energy Saving Trust within 

28 days of the notification date in accordance with CAP Code recommendations, Energy Saving Trust 

has the right to draw an alternative winner. 

 

14. The prize must be accepted as offered. 

 

15. Energy Saving Trust’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into in respect of all 

matters to do with this promotion. 

 

16. Energy Saving Trust will not be responsible for the non-inclusion of entries or any claims as a result 

of being lost, late, incomplete, invalid, or because of technical failures or otherwise, including such failure 

which is within the control of the Energy Saving Trust or its agencies. 

 

17. The name and county/town of the winner will be available for one month after the prize draw closing 

date and will be available online at www.energysavingtrust.org.uk. By entering the prize draw, entrants 

are agreeing to send their personal information to Energy Saving Trust who will at all times process an 

entrant’s personal data in accordance with the UK Data Protection Act 1998 and applicable laws. 

 

18. To the extent permitted by law, the Promoter and third parties connected to the Promoter hereby 

expressly exclude: by statute, common law or the law of equity; by any entrant or winner in connection 

with any prize draw or any entry. 

 

19. Entry into the competition constitutes acceptance of the above terms and conditions.  

 

20. Failure to comply with these terms and conditions will automatically render a prize draw entry void. 

 

21. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Facebook 

 

22. These terms and conditions have been checked they are in alignment with Facebook Pages Terms, 

which were last updated on 30 March 2017. 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php
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Prize Specifications 
 

1. The prize offered is one Supreme Care Connected Washing Machine (RRP £899). 

 

2. The prize is listed on the manufacturer’s website: http://www.whirlpool.co.uk/appliances-1/washing-

machines-3/whirlpool-supreme-care-washing-machine-in-white-fscr12441/859206215010/  

 

3. The prize description: 6TH SENSE intelligent sensors adapt resources according to the size and type 

of load, offering savings of up to 50% on energy, water and time. Comes with Zen Technology which 

means it has the quietest spin cycle on the market. This appliance is also a "connected" appliance and 

can be remotely controlled to schedule cycles and work with the connected tumble dryer in perfect 

synergy. 

 

4. The prize product fiche is available via the manufacturer’s website (PDF document) 

http://docs.whirlpool.eu/_doc/PF859206215010en.pdf  

 

5. As stated in the terms and conditions, prize includes free delivery to one UK mainland address.  

Installation is not included. 

http://www.whirlpool.co.uk/appliances-1/washing-machines-3/whirlpool-supreme-care-washing-machine-in-white-fscr12441/859206215010/
http://www.whirlpool.co.uk/appliances-1/washing-machines-3/whirlpool-supreme-care-washing-machine-in-white-fscr12441/859206215010/
http://docs.whirlpool.eu/_doc/PF859206215010en.pdf

